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Abstract
Deliverable D5.1 draws upon requirements identified in D1.1 and is derived from two running
processes, namely the "Student Admission Process" and "SUAP". The "Student Admission
Process" is a running process at FHNW and the "SUAP" is a running process at Marche
Region.
We illustrate the functionalities that will be implemented in a mock-up for the two real
processes.
The mock-up provides the golden threat throughout the document. The main artefact
reported on in this deliverable is the Learn PAd ontology. Using ontology to represent
information is widely accepted as it is machine understandable as well as cognitively
adequate for humans.
We reused an existing ontology namely ArchiMEO that was developed by FHNW. In order to
cover Learn PAd specific requirements the ontology was enhanced regarding concepts and
relations defined in the Learn PAd Conceptual Meta Model (LCMM) and the Learn PAd
Platform Independent Meta Model (LPIMM) which are developed in WP3.
We reassessed the ontology by posing competency questions in order to determine the
formal terminology needed to meet the requirements. Since ontology development is
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considered an iterative process, the Learn PAd ontology represents a first version and will be
continuously improved throughout the project.
Since the ontology is supposed to support process execution and learning the ontological
representations were related to non-ontological representations, particularly to the models of
various kinds (e.g. a process modelled in BPMN). Therefore, we mapped the classes of
LPIMM to concepts of the Learn PAd ontology. With this approach we can provide the
semantics to infer the context of a process, which we illustrated using again the mock-up for
the two processes. In addition to the mapping between models and the ontology we defined
a mapping between models and their representations in XWiki.
Furthermore, we introduced mechanisms for retrofitting modifications and annotations made
in the wiki into their ontological representation.
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1. Introduction
The Collaborative Content Management has two faces: the one the user sees and the one
the "machine" sees. The first is implemented in XWiki, the latter in an ontology. The XWiki
representation supports the user in a way she is used to whereas the ontology provides the
semantic meta models for expressing a shared understanding of meaning and for automatic
reasoning. Hence, we have two translations of models, i.e. of their objects and relations: one
into XWiki pages, the other into the ontology.
Figure 1.1 depicts the context of the approach: on top left part of the graphical
representation of a platform independent meta model (here: of BPMN) is depicted, below
part of its ontological representation. On the right hand side a process model is shown
expressed in BPMN. This model is translated into XWiki pages and into instances of the
ontology.

Figure 1.1 Context of Models
Therefore an export functionality is developed to translate all model elements and relations
into XWiki pages and into the ontology. For each model its model elements and relations are
translated into a XWiki structure and several XWiki pages are created including graphical
representations and elucidations. The collaborative nature of the XWiki then allows that all
process stakeholders can provide feedbacks, comments and suggestions. Same as models
are translated into instances of the ontology, user contributions are also represented in it.
In this way the ontology builds the basis for creating, executing and monitoring business
processes and information to be used for automatically providing services and information,
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guiding the learner in both online and offline learning, and measuring the success of learning
via KPIs.

1.1. Objectives
Within task 5.1 the following objective are addressed and described:


to create the ontologies needed to represent meta models, models and their relations
in a machine understandable but cognitively adequate representation



to determine the mappings
representations, as in XWiki



to define the mechanism for retrofitting modifications and annotations made in the
XWiki into the ontological representation of the correlating entities.

between

ontology

and

non-ontological

data

1.2. Related Tasks / Deliverables
Our work considers other work that is provided in already completed deliverables, see the
list below:


D1.1. Requirements Report. The document identifies requirements that build input for
our deliverable.



D2.1 Platform Architectural Description. The document provides sequence diagrams
of Use Cases (UC) that are used to create a mock-up and to reassess the ontology.



D3.1. Domain Analysis of Business Processes in Public Administrations. The
document also analyzes the modeling notations and the practices in order to define a
first list of concepts suitable to define the Learn PAd meta models and on these
grounds the ontology.

There are also some deliverables due at M12 that are related to D5.1. These are mainly


D3.2 Domain Analysis of Business Processes in Public Administrations. Within task
3.2 a high level Conceptional Meta Model (LCMM) is developed as well as a set of
Platform Independent Meta Models (LPIMM) is defined, that capture and elaborate
the previously identified elements (introduced in D3.1), which allow a reasonable
description of the considered business processes and their context. The Learn PAd
Conceptual Meta Model (LCMM) is elaborated in the Learn PAd ontology within task
5.1 and also the concepts and relations of the Learn PAd Platform Independent Meta
Model (LPIMM) are represented in the ontology.



D6.1 Simulation Environment: Specification and Design. Relation to our work is with
respect to providing context information for setting up and monitoring simulation.



D8.1 Demonstrators BP and Knowledge models. Work in task 8.1 permits to assess
the applicability, acceptance and effectiveness of our approach within real working
context. For our work we selected part of one process (called "SUAP") provided by
WP8 to visualize our approach via a mock-up, to re-assess the ontology by asking
competency questions.

1.3. Structure of the Deliverable
D5.1 is structured as follows: First the objectives we aimed to achieve within task 5.1 are
explained in chapter 1. And then, in chapter 2 the methodology that we applied to reach the
goals is described. In chapter 3 mock-up for two real processes, "Student Admission" and
"SUAP" are described to illustrate the functionality that will be implemented. In chapter 4 we
introduce the basis of the Learn PAd ontology followed by a description of the procedure of
Learn PAd
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verification and enhancement of the ontology for Learn PAd. Chapter 5 is about translating
models into XWiki pages and into the ontology, i.e. mapping ontological models to nonontological models. Chapter 6 introduces retrofitting mechanisms for user annotations to
models. The deliverable concludes in chapter 7.
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2. Methodology
Our methodology for reaching the above mentioned objectives is based largely on the
Design Science Research approach (amongst others Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2004)) that
foresees the following five steps:
1. awareness, i.e. understanding the problem and deriving requirements
2. suggesting a draft for the solution
3. developing/implementing the solution
4. evaluating the solution
5. deriving general conclusions and insights
Figure 2.1 depicts the general methodology of the research design.

Figure 2.1 General Methodology of Research Design
Figure 2.1 is adapted from Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2004) and enhanced with elements from
Peffers et al. (2008).
Since we are at a rather early stage of the project, only steps 1 and 2 are performed and
they are explained in the following.

2.1. Analysis of the Problem
To gain awareness of the problem we applied the following methods.
● We analyzed the requirements and scenarios described in deliverable D1.1 and
concretized them along two real processes, namely the "Student Admission Process"
implemented at FHNW and the "SUAP", implemented at Marche Region. As we had
the expertise and domain knowledge regarding the "Student Admission Process"
Learn PAd
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within our team, we used this process to get a thorough and concrete understanding
of the requirements and scenarios from D1.1. For the "SUAP" process we draw upon
the knowledge provided in deliverable D8.1.
● We designed a mock-up of the collaborative workspace for both processes that reflect
the use cases UC3.6, UC3.7 and UC3.10 and that show how users could interact with
the collaborative workspace when learning and sharing knowledge. This includes
both mechanisms for receiving knowledge in the form of context-sensitive
recommendations and for sharing knowledge via annotations and other means. The
mock-up serves as basis for a discussion with the application partners during a
consortium meeting to reach a common understanding and clarify their requirements;
we then adapted the mock-up accordingly. The result of these two steps is described
in chapter 3.
● We applied the common approach in ontology engineering of answering competency
questions to develop the Learn PAd ontologies. Fox et al. (1996, p 134) consider
competency questions as "benchmarks in the sense that the ontology is necessary
and sufficient to represent the tasks specified by the competency questions and their
solution." This technique has been used to build the TOVE ontology (Fox et al. 1996)
and since then been adopted amongst others by De Bruijn (2003), De Leenheer &
Mens (2008) and Cardoso (2010). In general, competency questions are formulated
in natural language to determine the scope and evaluate appropriateness of an
ontology. Questions and answers lead to the required concepts and their properties,
relations and axioms of the Learn PAd meta model, i.e. the Learn PAd ontology.
Figure 2.2 shows the procedure for ontology design and evaluation as suggested by
Grüninger & Fox (1995, p 3).

Figure 2.2 Procedure for Ontology Design and Evaluation
Within the awareness phase the first two steps of the procedure were performed. For
the "Motivating Scenario" we base on the "Student Admission Process" and the
"SUAP scenario". The both scenarios were created after several meetings with people
working in the real process at FHNW and in Regional Public Administrations of
Marche Region. The procedure for ontology design and evaluation is described in
chapter 4.4. Based on the motivating scenarios the information competency questions
were elaborated, described in section 4.4.1.
Step three, development of the formal terminology, is part of drafting the solution as
detailed below.

2.2. Suggestion for a Draft Solution
Within the second step of Design Science Research objectives of the solution were defined
and a tentative design created.
To draft the solution
● we created a first iteration of the Learn PAd ontologies
Learn PAd
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○ since ontology engineering is a challenging task we followed Bertolazzi et al.
(2001, pp 104-115) who argue that ontology engineering should not start
from scratch but propose to use an already existing model, they call the
Core Enterprise Ontology (CEO). A CEO should contain the most general
business concepts, common to the majority of enterprises, independently of
the specific activity field. The ArchiMate Standard developed by The Open
Group is such a meta model comprising all enterprise objects needed to
model an Enterprise Architecture. FHNW already developed an ontological
representation of ArchiMate 2.1 (The Open Group 2012) enhanced by top
level concepts (Thönssen 2013) and evaluated it within several projects like
DokLife (Thönssen & Lutz 2012), APPRIS (Emmenegger et al. 2012). The
ontology is called ArchiMEO (Hinkelmann et al. 2013). Due to its proofed
shared use ArchiMEO ontology seems to be eligible to serve as a CEO
○ we took the Learn PAd meta models (LCMM and LPIMM) as described in
D3.2 as basis for Learn PAd specific extensions of ArchiMEO, namely the
Learn PAd Conceptual Model Ontology (LCMO) and the Learn PAd Platform
Independent Meta Model Ontology (LPIMO)
○ we re-assessed the thusly developed Learn PAd ontology and added
concepts and relations derived from the competency questions if needed
● we defined the mappings between ontology and non-ontological data representations,
i.e. between models, respectively meta models, and representations in XWiki and the
Learn PAd ontology
● we outlined the mechanism for retrofitting modifications and annotations made in
XWiki into the ontological representation.
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3. Mock-up of the Collaborative Workspace
To illustrate the functionality that will be implemented we introduced a mock-up for two real
processes, "Student Admission" and "SUAP". The "Student Admission Process" is a running
process at FHNW and the "SUAP" is a running process at Marche Region.
The mock-up for the "Student Admission" and "SUAP" process, respectively the knowledge
intensive parts, we created is based on the Use Case Scenarios 3.6, 3.10 and 3.7 described
in deliverable D2.1.

3.1. Mock-up of "Student Admission" Process
3.1.1.

Short Description of the Process

The "student admission" process regulates the admission of applicants to the study program
MSc in Business Information Systems (BIS) within the school of business at FHNW. The
goal of the process is to decide whether a candidate should be admitted to the study
program or not, based on the candidate’s application documents and a face-to-face
interview. There is a set of business rules that guides the final decision, involving e.g. a
minimum grade in previously acquired diplomas (e.g. Bachelor grade) and a minimum
amount of work experience.
Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the process. The process starts when a person makes an
application to participate in the Master Program. The first step of the process is a check of
the documents the student handed in. These documents comprise a motivation letter, a CV
and certificates of previous education and proof of work experience. The check is a
knowledge-intensive sub-process carried out by the MSc assistant and will be described in
more detail below. The information collected in the first step is handed over to the program
head (dean) who validates the findings. If formal requirements are met, the applicant is
invited for an interview, otherwise she/he is rejected directly. The interview is conducted by a
team of two professors who record a protocol that is, together with the formal documents,
inspected by the admission commission. The commission makes the final decision about
acceptance or rejection of the applicant.

Figure 3.1 Overview of the Student Admission Process
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For the illustration of learning support, we will concentrate on the knowledge-intensive subprocess "Check application". A CMMN model of this sub-process is shown in Figure 3.2.
The main challenge in this sub-process is that the educational record of the applicant may
consist of unknown degrees acquired in institutions and within study programs with unknown
accreditation and grading systems widely different from the Swiss grading system.
In order to be able to apply the business rules that guide the decision, the assistant needs to
first translate the degrees, accreditations and grades into the Swiss system. The information
for such translation can be found in various on-line or off-line resources (e.g. crus.ch) or by
involving experts (e.g. colleagues from the respective country). For applicants who have
studied in Switzerland before, another necessary activity in the sub-process is to retrieve the
matriculation number – since Swiss students will always use the same matriculation number
throughout their education and across all Swiss universities.

Figure 3.2 CMMN Model of the Knowledge-Intensive Sub-Process "Check Application"

3.1.2.

Ways of Learning

As stated in the description of work Learn PAd considers learning and working strongly
intertwined (learning while doing). The platform is intended to support both an informative
learning approach based on enriched business process (BP) models, and a procedural
learning approach based on simulation and monitoring (learning by doing). Therefore we
distinguish learning is the following ways:
Learn PAd
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● Firstly, a civil servant can learn by browsing and reading documentation of a business
process. This happens "off-line", i.e. there is no example case on which the learning is
carried out. Or in other words, learning is performed on the model not on an instance
of the model.
● Secondly, a civil servant can learn by solving a problem, i.e. while actually performing
tasks (learning by doing). This can be done in a simulation setting where the problem
is not real (it can be either a historical or invented case) as described in deliverable
D6.1. Or it can be in a real setting while working on a real and current case.
In the Wiki, we support the first way of learning (as described in the use case scenario
UC3.6), but also the case of working on a current real case (see UC 3.10). Accordingly,
there are two different modes in which the Wiki can be used:
● The browsing mode permits a user to browse pages describing objects of a business
process, for example a task within the process. In this mode a process model (and
related models like the organisational model) is displayed without the process
(instance) specific context. Usually, the entry point to a browsing session is a page
with a graphical overview of the business process. The user can choose an activity by
clicking its representation in the graphic. After that the XWiki page describing the task
is displayed, providing generic information about each task, including useful
resources, subtasks and experts. Afterwards, the user can navigate freely between
tasks, using the links that connect those tasks that follow each other in the BP model.
In this mode user navigation is not restricted to the role she/he has in a process but to
the tasks the role she/he has been assigned to.
● The execution mode supports a user in solving a real case. As in real life a learner
learns by doing, that means, learns by executing a "real instance" of a process. This
has two consequences:
○ Application data needed to get the context of a task must be provided. This
can be done for example by uploading a form that was provided as an input
to the business process (like the application of a student for admission at
FHNW). The Learn PAd system uses this information to provide contextspecific recommendations (as will be shown below).
○ The execution mode may be augmented with a "shallow workflow
functionality" that actually guides a user through a process. Such a
functionality might provide a lightweight integration with a productive
business system that is to be used to deal with the task. That is, the wiki
page representing the task either allows to call a legacy system (e.g. by
clicking a hyperlink) or, simply by asking the user to switch to the legacy
system, carry out the requested work step and later come back to the wiki to
report the results. Thus, the wiki can become the system that one uses to
walk through the process, providing links to productive (legacy) systems
where the actual work is carried out. The shallow workflow will also take a
user to the next activity. In the case of gateways, interaction may be
required where the user decides which path to take. In those cases where
the next activity has to be executed by another role the system would
identify persons having assigned this role and involve them by sending an
email. Refer to section x for a description how this is represented in XWiki.
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In the following, we illustrate how the support of these learning modes may look like in a real
system.
3.1.3.

Mock-up for UC 3.6 and 3.10

Figure 3.3 shows a mock-up screenshot of the Learn PAd system that will support the MSc
assistant in performing the "check application" sub-process with its main activity "Check
approval of the university".

Figure 3.3 Mock-up Screenshot for "Check Approval of the University"

The screen is divided into two sections:
● The main section on the left supports UC 3.6 (see deliverable D1.1), i.e. the browsing
mode: the graphical model of the entire business process is shown, along with the
title and description of the activity (including the responsible role). With the links
"previous step" and "next step", the user can navigate to similar screens that
represent the predecessor and successor activities. Thus, the user can understand
the position of the activity within the whole process and learn about the rough goal of
the activity.
● A dynamically adapting "help center" is shown in the right screen section, which
appears as a sidebar and supports the scenario described in UC 3.10, i.e. the
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execution mode. The sidebar is divided into blocks that offer different kind of help: the
first two blocks show the context in which the current process execution is taking
place (note: here, we do not address the question of how the Learn PAd system
learns about that context, this will become clear later).
In the example, the context is given by the role and work experience level of the user,
plus the application data that is relevant for the current activity: the degree of the
applicant, the country and university where that degree was acquired and the grade
on the certificate. This context determines the content of all other blocks: the system
recommends to the learner resources, experts and subtasks that fit the current
context. For instance, the system proposes a document with help on Indian degrees –
which fits because the applicant acquired her degree in India. In addition, the system
shows similar cases from the productive system where applications and
matriculations are managed (Evento) and a collection of frequently asked questions
around the activity.
3.1.4.
Mock-up for UC 3.7 (Dialogues for Commenting and Adding
Resources)
In order to foster learning on a collaborative level, civil servants are also able to share their
knowledge about the admission process, as described in UC 3.6 (see deliverable D1.1).
Knowledge sharing can take four forms:
● Firstly, a user can comment on items displayed on the screen – including both the
static information in the left section and the recommended resources in the right
section. The purpose of a comment can be to either make other users aware of a
problem or an exception that should be taken into account in certain situations, to
request a change in the way the process is modeled or even to report a critical error
in the model. Commenting works by highlighting text on the page and pressing a
combination of keys that will bring up the comment dialogue.
An example of commenting is shown in Figure 3.4: it can be seen that the user has
highlighted some text – in this case the answer that another user has provided for a
question – and written some text relating to the highlighted content. At the bottom of
the dialogue the user has classified the comment as "info for others", i.e. it will be
shown to other users who look at this FAQ, but a change of the model is not
considered necessary.
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Figure 3.4 Dialogue for Commenting
Figure 3.5 shows another example of the user suggests changing the model. The
change request is additionally characterized as "additional activity". The semistructured design of the commenting dialogue will facilitate the task of retro-fitting user
annotations to the model (see chapter 6).

Figure 3.5 Dialogue for Requesting a Model Change

● Secondly, a user can contribute knowledge about useful resources, experts or
subtasks by clicking on the "Propose a new…" buttons in the right screen section
(sidebar) in Figure 3.3. When clicking such a button, dialogues like the ones shown in
Figure 3.6 will appear – here, we can see how a user proposes a new subtask and a
new resource. The user needs to provide a name and a link; in addition, the user can
provide a condition under which the resource should be recommended, e.g. a
checklist for Indian students only needs to be recommended if the applicant has a
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degree from India. Again, this helps to retrofit the contribution to the model (see
chapter 6).

·
Figure 3.6 Screens for Proposing a New Subtask and Resource

● Thirdly, a user can share an opinion and/or rating regarding the perceived usefulness
of a recommended resource, expert or answer using the "Like" buttons (see the small
icons
next to resources and experts in Figure 3.3). Later, this simple mechanism
may be refined by introducing "up" and "down" ratings or rating via a Likert scale. In
this way, a community-based quality assessment of contributions can emerge.
● Finally, users can post or answer questions that will be listed in the FAQ block of the
sidebar. They can do this by clicking the "Answer" or "Ask a question" buttons in the
lower right corner of Figure 3.3, which will bring up a simple dialogue to enter text (an
answer or a question, respectively).

3.2. Mock-up of "SUAP" Process
3.2.1.

Short Description of the Process

As introduced in deliverable D8.1 "SUAP" (Sportello Unico Attivitá Produttive, which in
English means "business start-up certified notification") refers to the activities that the Italian
PAs have to put in place in order to permit to entrepreneurs to set up a new company.
SUAP is a process introduced in the Italian law number 241/90 in the article 19 in which an
entrepreneurs notifies to the municipality and third parties organizations the starting of a
commercial business activity.
It is the scenario considering an entrepreneur who selfcertifies the starting of a business activity. This activity is in line with the general description,
as described in deliverable D8.1. Figure 3.7 shows a CMMN model of the sub-process
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"Check of SCIA commercial instance". This has to be done by the SUAP office; it can be
both at municipality or mountain community level. The whole process is too complex to be
shown here.

Figure 3.7 CMMN Model of sub-process "Check SCIA Commercial Instance"

It can be seen that there is a large number of discretionary sub-tasks. The concrete selection
of applicable sub-tasks depends mainly on the type of commercial activity – special cases
are (e.g. opening a petrol station or a driving school) – whether it takes place in a fixed place
and the origin of the entrepreneur. Each type of commercial activity requires specific
attachments (data object) to be handed in by the applicant (and hence to be checked by the
SUAP office) and is covered in different section of the law texts.
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3.2.2.

Mock-up for UC 3.6 and 3.10 (Our "Main Mock-up")

Figure 3.8 shows a mock-up screenshot of the Learn PAd system that will support the SUAP
officer employee in performing the "Check of SCIA commercial instance" knowledgeintensive sub-process.

Figure 3.8 Mock-up Screenshot for "Check of SCIA Commercial Instance"

As one can see, the general layout is the same as for the student admission process. This
time, the graphical representation of the BP model looks different - this is attributable to the
fact that it was modeled using MagicDraw (as opposed to the student admission process
which was modeled with ADOxx). This just shows that different forms of graphical
representation are possible for different public administrations, but the general concept and
functionality remain the same.
Again, the Learn PAd system has captured relevant parts of the context which are shown at
the top of the sidebar: in this example, the planned commercial activity consists in opening a
bar. Another relevant piece of information is the origin of the applicant (South Africa). We
also consider the municipality where the process was started. Finally, a needed precondition
is referring to the checking from a formal point of view the correctness and completeness of
the provided document.
Driven by this context information, the system is able to recommend discretionary sub-tasks
that are applicable in that specific context: when applying for a commercial activity in
gastronomy, applicants need to attach a special form (Mod SAB/5) – which needs to be
checked by the SUAP officer. In order to support this check, the system recommends a
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relevant article of the law (art 64 L.R. n. 5/11) which covers aspects related to commercial
activities offering food and drink, along with a more law text relevant for "Check of SCIA
commercial instance" in general. Because the entrepreneur is a foreigner, the discretionary
sub-task "check residence permit" is recommended.
In addition, the system can retrieve former historical cases which are similar to the current
one in the sense that the same type of commercial activity (here: opening a bar) was applied
for.
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4. Learn PAd Ontology
As emphasized by Stuckenschmidt (2011) and others, re-use of an ontology is a huge asset.
It means that modeling effort can be reduced, consistency of a domain’s concepts can be
ensured, etc. Learn PAd Ontology consists of several parts: the already existing Enterprise
Ontology (ArchiMEO) which includes an Enterprise Upper Ontology and the Top-LevelOntology. To represent Learn PAd particularities extensions are made derived from the
Learn PAd Conceptual and Platform Independent Meta Models (refer to D3.2). In the
following we will explain the several parts in more detail. The Learn PAd ontology will then
be reassessed following the ontology development procedure introduced by Grüninger &
Fox (1995) to ensure that all concepts and relations are represented to meet the Learn PAd
requirements for supporting learning.

4.1. Basis of the Learn PAd Ontology
ArchiMEO is based on the ArchiMate standard, that is, all concepts and relations defined in
ArchiMate 2.1 (The Open Group 2012) are formally represented in RDFS 3.0 (for details
refer to section 4.5). Not considered are the two optional extensions of the ArchiMate
language for motivation and implementation and migration (The Open Group 2012, p 216 ff).
Since ArchiMate does not provide general concepts, like location or time, ArchiMEO includes
a Top Level Ontology (TOL) following Bertolazzi et al. (2001) who propose business
independent ontologies. TOL comprises generic concepts of the world like time, location
and event and can be considered best breed of. ArchiMEO also contains extensions
derived from generalisable requirements from use cases of former projects. Figure 4.1
depicts the three origins of ArchiMEO.

Figure 4.1 Origins of ArchiMEO
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For Learn PAd we draw upon the ArchiMEO ontology. Therefore we can provide the
semantics needed in Learn PAd, e.g. for recommendations. Semantics were defined in the
ArchiMate 2.1 standard (The Open Group 2012) for example the concept of "Business
Process" and its relations: "Business processes or business functions are assigned to a
single business role with certain responsibilities or skills [competencies]. A business actor
that is assigned to a business role ultimately performs the corresponding behavior. In
addition to the relation of a business role with behavior, a business role is also useful in a
(structural) organizational sense; for instance, in the division of labor within an organization"
(The Open Group 2012, p 32).
For Learn PAd ArchiMEO is enhanced with respect to application independent concepts like
the ones representing business motivation aspects (according to the Language Extensions
proposed in ArchiMate 2.1 (The Open Group 2012)). Furthermore two application specific
extensions are made: one for describing domain knowledge and the other for representing
the meta models used by the users for modeling, i.e. for example BPMN 2.0 for modeling
business processes. These two extensions were derived from Learn PAd Conceptual Meta
Model (LCMM) and the Learn PAd Platform Independent Meta Model (LPIMM) described in
D3.2.
In Figure 4.2 we show the Learn PAd Ontology. It consists two parts:
● Learn PAd Conceptual Meta Model Ontology (LCMO), which comprises ArchiMEO
(that includes the ontological representation of ArchiMate 2.1 including language
extensions, and top level concepts and relations) plus the extension for domain
specific concepts and relations made for Learn PAd
● Learn PAd Platform Independent Meta Model Ontology (LPIMO), which is the other
extension of ArchiMEO for the ontological representation of the meta models of the
various model kinds used in Learn PAd.
LCMO and LPIMO reflect the modeling layers of LCMM and LPIMM as described in D3.2.

Figure 4.2 Learn PAd Ontology Overview
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Figure 4.3 shows the super concepts of the Learn PAd Ontology represented as an UML
class diagram. It is a graphical representation of the ontology modeled with TopBraid in
RDFS 3.0 (cf. section 4.5). In the middle the core concepts are depicted. From left to right:
the super concept of the LPIMO (LearnPAdPlatformIndependentMetaModel), the
super concept of the ontological representation of ArchiMEO (EnterpriseObject)
including the ArchiMate concepts, and the super concept of the TOL (TopLevelElements).
Below the EnterpriseObject concept the main concepts of ArchiMate are visible as
defined in the standard: ActiveStructureElement, BehaviourElement and
PassiveStructureElement.

Figure 4.3 Top Level Concepts of the Learn PAd Ontology
Actually, the ontologies are logically separate but physically all concepts and relations are
stored in one ontology - the Learn PAd Ontology. The distinction between the different
ontologies is made based on different namespaces. The namespaces shown in Figure 4.3
has the following meaning (from left to right): emo = enterprise meta model ontology, eo =
enterprise ontology, top = general top level concepts and archi = concepts of the
ArchiMate 2.1 standard. Some more namespaces are used which will be introduced when
needed.
In the following the details of LCMO and LPIMO were described. Note, that ontology
development is an iterative process. Concepts and relations of LCMO and LPIMO presented
below reflect the current knowledge and thus the ontology may modify as work is going on.

4.2. Learn PAd Conceptual Meta Model Ontology (LCMO)
The LCMO refines the concepts and relations of the Learn PAd Platform Independent Meta
Model as described in D3.2 in order to provide semantics to the concepts and relations and
allow for reasoning, as depicted in Figure 4.2. The ontological representations of the
refinements of the LCMO, the concepts and relations, are considered Learn PAd specific
enhancements of the existing ontologies.
Figure 4.4 depicts a snippet of the LCMO. On the bottom of the figure the LCMM and its
relations is shown. To give an example of how the concepts are elaborated in the ontology
for the LCMM concepts "organisation" and "motivation" the refined concepts of LCMO are
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depicted. The concepts and relations in LCMO refine the LCMM concept in a machineunderstandable but cognitively adequate way.

Figure 4.4 Snippet of the LCMM and LCMO

Note, that the refinements for "organisation" are already covered by ArchiMEO. For those
LCMM concepts that cannot already be described with ArchiMEO new concepts and
relations were created as it is the case for "motivation". With this approach we benefit from
the already existing ontology (ArchiMEO) and hence from the semantics already modeled in
the ontology since - for example - it is defined by the ArchiMate standard and could
concentrate on Learn PAd specific enhancements were needed.
Furthermore, also many relevant data and object properties are already available in
ArchiMEO. Figure 4.5 depicts some existing properties that have BusinessActor as
domain. Note, that all properties shown have rectangle in light blue (for object properties) or
light green (for data properties) in front indicating that they are not newly introduced for
Learn PAd. However, if existing properties are used, i.e. needed or not depends on the
results of the ontology re-assessment as described in chapter 4.4.
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Figure 4.5 Snippet of Properties for the Concept BusinessActor

In general the LCMO provides syntax and semantics for the various platform independent
meta models, as for example for BPMN.
The following examples show the importance of the approach. BPMN 2.0 does not precisely
specify the meaning of pools. "A Pool is the graphical representation of a Participant in a
Collaboration. A Participant […] can be a specific Partner Entity (e.g., a company) or can be
a more general Partner Role (e.g., a buyer, seller, or manufacturer)" (OMG 2011, p 76).
Based on the Learn PAd ontology the modeled level of preciseness can be determined since
information on partners and their roles can be specified. Based on this knowledge it can be
inferred


which partners may obtain the modeled role (e.g. serve as customer)



which role a certain partner plays (e.g. another public administration)

Furthermore, if need be information on products, e.g. requested by a customer or delivered
by a supplier, can be inferred.
BPMN 2.0 also does not clearly define the usage, i.e. the meaning, of lanes: "Lanes are
used to organize and categorize Activities within a Pool. The meaning of the Lanes is up to
the modeler. BPMN does not specify the usage of Lanes. Lanes are often used for such
things as internal roles (e.g., Manager, Associate), systems (e.g., an enterprise application),
an internal department (e.g., shipping, finance), etc." (OMG 2011, p 336). Though, in order
to provide the context of an activity to a user and to set up simulation for learner it is
important to know whether an activity is to be executed by a role (the user may have or have
not), a system (the user may have to interact with or is transparent to the user) or an
organisation unit, consisting of various people performing various roles. To determine, if a
lane in a model refers to a role, a system or an organisation unit the approach of "unique
names assumption" is followed. The unique names assumption allows us to use the
convention that the same name denotes the same individual. That is, if the name of a lane
equals the name of a role it is assumed that the lane represents the organisational unit (and
not a role or a system - provided that they don’t have the same name).
Details about the relations between concepts of LCMO and concepts of the LPIMO are
provided for each model kind in the following sections.
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4.3. Learn PAd Platform Independent Meta Model Ontology (LPIMO)
As depicted in Figure 4.2, besides the LCMO introduced above the Learn PAd ontology also
comprises the concepts and relations defined in the Platform Independent Meta Models.
Figure 4.6 depicts the correlation between Platform Independent Meta Model (represented
as UML class diagram and as ontology), Model Kind (here: process), Model Description
Language (here: BPMN) and a Model governed by the Meta Model.

Figure 4.6 Relations between Modeling Aspects

The Learn PAd Platform Independent Model Ontology (LPIMO) comprises concepts and
relations for all model kinds used in Learn PAd as detailed below. Figure 4.7 depicts in the
upper left side graphical representation of the model kinds of document, organisation and
process that govern the Architecture Models. At the left hand side their ontological
representation is sketched as well as the instances, derived from the models.
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Figure 4.7 Relations between Learn PAd Ontology, Model Kinds and Architecture
Models

Figure 4.8 shows a graphical representation of the main sub-concepts of the
LearnPAdPlatformIndependentMetaModel concept as far as determined up to now. In
case another Model Description Language should be used the LPIMO can be enhanced.

Figure 4.8 Main Concepts of the Learn PAd Platform Independent Meta Model
Ontology (LPIMO)
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For all concepts of LPIMO three generic data properties were defined as listed in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 Top-level Data Properties

As described in deliverable D3.1 for learning are several model kinds needed: the process
model, the case model, the business motivation model, the competency model, the
organisational model, and the document and knowledge model. In D3.1 the model kinds
were introduced to give an overview on what knowledge is needed to enable learning in
Learn PAd.
The Learn PAd Platform Independent Meta Model (LPIMM) contains for all model kinds the
relevant classes and relations as described in D3.2.
In D5.1 the details of the ontological representation of the LPIMM are provided in the
following sections. Each sub-section is structured as follows: first the basis for the modeling
is briefly explained, e.g. a standard a model is based on as it is the case for the process
meta model. Then details on the ontological representation are given followed by section
how the model, respectively its concepts, of the LPIMO relate to concepts of the LCMO.
Note iterative process of ontology development and hence, that the following data reflects
the current status but may alter with the progress of the project.
4.3.1.

Business Motivation Model ontology (BMMo)

4.3.1.1.

Foundation

As already described in deliverable D3.1 the model description language used in Learn PAd
for describing business motivation is the Business Motivation Model (BMM 1.2), an OMG
standard that "provides a scheme or structure for developing, communicating, and managing
business plans in an organized manner" (OMG 2014a)(OMG 2014a).
4.3.1.2.

Ontological Representation

The ontological representation of BMM (BMMo) is derived from the standard and the LPIMM.
BMMo contains, compared to its standard, an extension to the concept "KPI". Refer to D3.2
for details. Figure 4.10 depicts the main concepts of BMMo.

Figure 4.10 Core Concepts of BMMo
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Figure 4.11provides the complete list of BMMo concepts. On the left of the print screen the
SPARQL1 query is shown, at the right the result set. The result set contains the concept (left)
and its super-concept (right). Also all print screens of this kind shown in the following are
constructed in the same way.

Figure 4.11 List of Ontological Representation of BMM Concepts

4.3.1.3.

Non-hierarchical Relations between concepts of the BMMo

Figure 4.12 lists the relations between concepts of the BMMo. Note, that inverse relations
are not presented as they simply use the "other direction" of an object property, i.e. the
inverse
property
of
bpm:goalAmplifiesVision
would
be
bpm:visionIsAmplifiedByGoal. Since SPARQL allows queries to go in any direction,
which makes the use of inverse properties optional. Because of this reason, TopQuadrant
(2011, p. 34) "generally discourage[s] users from specifying inverse properties".

Figure 4.12 Relations between Concepts of the BMMo

1

SPARQL is a query language for RDF provided by the W3C. Source: W3C Recommendation (2008). URL:
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/ (retrieved: 28.1.2015)
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4.3.1.4.

Relations between BMMo and other Model Kinds of LPIMO

Figure 4.13 lists the relations between concepts of the BMMo and concepts of other model
kinds. The result set shows the BMMo concept (domain), the relation and the concept of
another model kind (range).

Figure 4.13 Relations between Concepts of the BMMo and Other Model Kinds

4.3.1.5.

Relations between BMMo and LCMO

Find below Figure 4.14 the relations between BMMo concepts and the concepts of the
LCMO. On the left of the print screen the SPARQL query is shown, at the right the result set,
i.e. domain, relation, range. Also all print screens of this kind shown in the following are
constructed in the same way.

Figure 4.14 List of Relations between BMMo Concepts and LCMO Concepts

4.3.2.

Business Process Model and Notation ontology (BPMNo)

4.3.2.1.

Foundation

As detailed described in deliverable D3.1 the model description language used in Learn PAd
for describing the process model kind is BPMN 2.0 (OMG 2011).
4.3.2.2.

Ontological Representation

The ontological representation of BPMN 2.0 (BPMNo) is derived from the standard and the
LPIMM. Figure 4.15 depicts the core concepts of BPMNo.
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Figure 4.15 Core Concepts of BPMNo

Figure 4.16 provides the complete list of BPMN concepts in BPMNo.

Figure 4.16 List of Ontological Representation of BPMN Concepts

4.3.2.3.

Non-hierarchical Relations between concepts of the BPMNo

Figure 4.17 lists the relations between concepts of the BPMNo.
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Figure 4.17 Relations between Concepts of the BPMNo

4.3.2.4.

Relations between BPMNo and other Model Kinds of LPIMO

Figure 4.18 provides the ontological representation of relations between BPMNo concepts
and other model kinds.

Figure 4.18 List of Relations between BPMNo Concepts and Other model kinds

4.3.2.5.

Relations between BPMNo and LCMO

In order to reason about processes and their context, concepts of BPMN are related to
concepts of the LCMO as briefly introduced in section 4.2. Figure 4.19 provides the relations
between BPMNo concepts and the concepts of the LCMO in the Learn PAd ontology.

Figure 4.19 List of Relations between BPMNo Concepts and LCMO Concepts

4.3.3.

Case Management Model and Notation ontology (CMMNo)

4.3.3.1.

Foundation

The Case Management Model and Notation is standard also provided by the OMG for
"modeling and graphically expressing a Case, as well as an interchange format for
exchanging Case models among different tools. The specification is intended to capture the
common elements that Case management products use, while also taking into account
current research contributions on Case management" (OMG 2014b).
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4.3.3.2.

Ontological Representation

The ontological representation of CMMN (CMMNo) is derived from the standard and the
LPIMM. Figure 4.20 depicts the core concepts of CMMNo.

Figure 4.20 Core Concepts of CMMNo

Figure 4.21 provides the complete list of CMMN concepts in CMMNo.

Figure 4.21 List of Ontological Representation of CMMN Concepts

4.3.3.3.

Non-hierarchical Relations between concepts of the CMMNo

Figure 4.22 lists the relations between concepts of the CMMNo.

Figure 4.22 Relations between Concepts of the CMMNo
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4.3.3.4.

Relations between CMMNo and other Model Kinds of LPIMO

Figure 4.23 provides the ontological representation of relations between CMMNo concepts
and other model kinds.

Figure 4.23 List of Relations between Concepts of CMMNo and Other Model Kinds

4.3.3.5.

Relations between CMMNo and LCMO

Find below Figure 4.24 the relations between CMMNo concepts and the concepts of the
LCMO.

Figure 4.24 List of Relations between CMMNo Concepts and LCMO Concepts

4.3.4.

Competency Meta Model ontology (CMMo)

4.3.4.1.

Foundation

The Competency Meta Model created in Learn PAd is based on recommandations of the
European Committee for standardisation, CEN WS-LT LTSO2, driven by 9 international
institutions and organizations involved in the standardization of E-learning technologies.
Refer to D3.2 for a class diagram of the Competency Model of the LPIMM.
Competencies can be grouped as several competencies belong to a certain class of
competencies, e.g. Speaking English, German, Italian etc. belong to the competency
speaking foreign languages. Competencies can also be related to each other in order to
define complex competencies, where a higher-level competency’s definition mandates that
certain lower-level competencies are met.
4.3.4.2.

Ontological Representation

Figure 4.25 depicts the core concepts of CMMo.

2

Learning Technology Standards Observatory / URL: http://www.cen-ltso.net/Main.aspx (retrieved: 14.9.2015)
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Figure 4.25 Core Concepts of CMMo

Figure 4.26 provides the complete list of CMM concepts in CMMo.

Figure 4.26 List of Ontological Representation of CMM Concepts

Since the competency meta model isn’t based on a widespread standard in the following an
example is given. Figure 4.27 depicts a graphical representation of a competency model. On
top of the figure competencies in speaking languages are depicted grouped by "Speaking
Foreign Language". Below the competency "Administering Legislation" is modelled that
requires the competencies "Administering Administrative Law" and "Administering Right of
Settlement". For "Administering Right of Settlement" attributes are shown, like the name of
the competency, a definition (attribute "Competency Statement) and the source (attribute
"Model Source") and a knowledge concept the competency refers to.

Figure 4.27 Graphical Representation of a Competency Model

In Figure 4.28 below the ontological representation of the instance is depicted.
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Figure 4.28 Ontological Representation of the Instance

4.3.4.3.

Non-hierarchical Relations between concepts of the CMMo

Figure 4.29 lists the relations between concepts of the CMMo.

Figure 4.29 Relations between Concepts of the CMMo

4.3.4.4.

Relations between CMMo and other Model Kinds of LPIMO

Figure 4.30 provides the ontological representation of relations between CMMo concepts
and other model kinds.

Figure 4.30 List of Relations between Concepts of CMMo and Other Model Kinds

4.3.4.5.

Relations between CMMo and LCMO

Find below Figure 4.31 the relations between CMMo concepts (domain) and the concepts of
the LCMO.
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Figure 4.31 List of Relations between CMMo Concepts and LCMO Concepts

4.3.5.

Document and Knowledge Meta Model ontology (DKMo)

4.3.5.1.

Foundation

The Document and Knowledge Meta Model used in Learn PAd is based on long-term
practical experiences the Learn PAd partner BOC has. Refer to D3.2 for a class diagram of
the Document Model of the LPIMM.
4.3.5.2.

Ontological Representation

Figure 4.32 depicts the core concepts of DKMo.

Figure 4.32 Core Concepts of DKMo

Figure 4.33 provides the complete list of DKM concepts in DKMo.

Figure 4.33 List of Ontological Representation of DKM Concepts

4.3.5.3.

Non-hierarchical Relations between concepts of the DKMo

Figure 4.34 lists the relations between concepts of the DKMo.

Figure 4.34 Relations between Concepts of the DKMo
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4.3.5.4.

Relations between DKMo and other Model Kinds of LPIMO

Figure 4.35 provides the ontological representation of relations between DKMo concepts and
other model kinds. Since at the current state of the work no relations exists having a DKMo
concept as domain Figure 4.35 provides a listing of relations having a DKMo concept as
range.

Figure 4.35 List of Relations between Concepts of DKMo and Other Model Kinds

4.3.5.5.

Relations between DKMo and LCMO

Find below Figure 4.36 the relations between DKMo concepts and the concepts of the
LCMO.

Figure 4.36 List of Relations between DKMo concepts and LCMO concepts

4.3.6.

KPI Meta Model ontology (KPIo)

4.3.6.1.

Foundation

The KPI Meta Model used in Learn PAd is based on long-term practical experiences the
Learn PAd partner BOC has. Refer to D3.2 for a class diagram of the Document Model of
the LPIMM.
4.3.6.2.

Ontological Representation

Figure 4.37 depicts the core concepts of KPIo.

Figure 4.37 Core Concepts of KPIo
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Figure 4.38 provides the complete list of KPI concepts in KPIo.

Figure 4.38 List of Ontological Representation of KPI Concepts

4.3.6.3.

Non-hierarchical Relations between concepts of the KPIo

Figure 4.39 lists the relations between concepts of the KPIo.

Figure 4.39 Relations between Concepts of the KPIo

4.3.6.4.

Relations between KPIo and other Model Kinds of LPIMO

Figure 4.40 provides the ontological representation of the relation between a KPIo concept
and a concept of BMMo. Note, that only those relations are depicted having a KPIo concept
as domain. Have a look for example at the similar section for relations having BPMNo
concepts as domain you will find the relation
bpmn:activity - emo:activityIsMeasuredByCriterion - kpi:Criterion,
having the KPIo concept as range.

Figure 4.40 List of Relation between KPIo Concept and another LPIMO Concept
(BMMo Concept)

4.3.7.

Relations between KPIo and LCMO

Find below Figure 4.41 the relations between KPIo concepts and the concepts of the LCMO.
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Figure 4.41 List of relations between KPIo Concepts and LCMO Concepts

4.3.8.

Organisation Meta Model ontology (OMMo)

4.3.8.1.

Foundation

The Organisation Meta Model used in Learn PAd is also based on long-term practical
experiences the Learn PAd partner BOC has. Refer to D3.2 for a class diagram of the
Organisation Model of the LPIMM.
4.3.8.2.

Ontological Representation

Figure 4.42 depicts the concepts and relations of OMMo.

Figure 4.42 Main Concepts of OMMo

Figure 4.43 provides the complete list of OMM concepts in OMMo.

Figure 4.43 List of Ontological Representation of OMM Concepts

4.3.8.3.

Non-hierarchical Relations between concepts of the OMMo

Figure 4.44 lists the relations between concepts of the OMMo.
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Figure 4.44 Relations between Concepts of the OMMo

4.3.8.4.

Relations between OMMo and other Model Kinds of LPIMO

Figure 4.45 provides the ontological representation of relations between OMMo concepts
and other model kinds.

Figure 4.45 Relations between Concepts of the OMMo and Other Model Kinds

4.3.8.5.

Relations between OMMo and LCMO

Find below Figure 4.46 the relations between OMMo concepts and the concepts of the
LCMO.

Figure 4.46 List of relations between OMMo concepts and LCMO concepts

4.4. Ontology Reassessment Process
After determine the content of the Learn PAd ontology as described above the ontology was
reassessed to ensure that all concepts and relations needed to serve the purpose of Learn
PAd were represented.
Therefore we followed the approach of Uschold & Grüninger (1996), asking competency
questions. One of the problems Stuckenschmidt (2011) identified when re-using an ontology
is that most likely it does not (fully) meet requirements of a new application. Thus, to verify
the Learn PAd ontology, i.e. ArchiMEO inclusive its extensions, competency questions can
be used related to a "motivating scenario", as suggested by Uschold & Grüninger (1996).
Uschold & Grüninger (1996, p 29) claim: "By specifying the relationship between the informal
competency questions and the motivating scenario we give an informal justification for the
new or extended ontology in terms of these questions". Figure 4.47 gives an overview of the
ontology development procedure applied in Learn PAd.
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Figure 4.47 Ontology Development Procedure Applied in Learn Pad

For ontology capture, i.e. identifying and defining the relevant concepts and terms, in
LearnPAd the two real processes, "Student Admission" and "SUAP", build the basis.
Uschold & Grüninger (1996) call this the motivating scenario. The motivating scenarios are
examples for requirements which are to be addressed with the ontology.
Given the motivating scenario(s), a set of queries can be framed which express the
demands on the ontology. "We can consider these queries to be expressiveness
requirements that are in the form of questions. An ontology must be able to represent these
questions using its terminology, and be able to characterise the answers to these questions
using the axioms and definitions" (Uschold & Grüninger 1996, p 35). These questions are
called "informal questions" as they are expressed in natural language. By specifying the
relationship between the informal competency questions and the motivating scenario an
informal justification can be given for the new or extended ontology in terms of these
questions (Uschold & Grüninger 1996). See Figure 4.48 about the structure of informal
question.
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Figure 4.48 Structure of Informal Question (based on Structure of Informal Question
introduced by Uschold & Grüninger (1996) provided by Gomez-Perez et al. (2004))

4.4.1.

Informal Competency Questions

In the following, informal competency questions are phrased to determine what concepts
and relations needed to be represented in the Learn PAd ontology. The questions were
derived from the two real world processes and their mock-up as introduced in chapter 3.
4.4.1.1.

Competency Questions related to "Student Admission Process"

Figure 4.49 depicts the context information provided for the tasks detailed in the mock-up.
On top of the "context panel", that is the section displayed on the right side of the screen,
information about the user who is logged into the Learn PAd system is displayed. Hence, the
role (secretary of the dean) of the user - in the given task - and her level of work experience
(novice) is to be retrieved from the Learn PAd ontology.
For all context elements the competency questions are given followed by the concepts and
relations considered relevant. Note that in this phase of the ontology development process
the formal terminology is finalized in the next steps.
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Figure 4.49 Context Information of the User

Informal Competency Questions are:
1. Given a user logged in to the Learn PAd system
AND
some constraints regarding tasks (e.g. the task the user is about to execute/simulate)
what role the user has?
a. rationale: the answer is used to provide context information about the role a
user performs in the task.
b. decomposition: the name of the user, user is an actor, an actor has a role, a
role is assigned to a task.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:

2. Given a user logged in to the Learn PAd system
AND
some constraints regarding the level of competencies (acquired competencies of the
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actor and required competencies in the task).
what level of work experience the user has?
a. rationale: the answer is used to provide context information about the level of
work experience a user has with respect to the task.
b. decomposition: the name of the user, user is an actor, an actor has role
"employee" (explicitly assigned or inferred from "a role is needed in an
organisational unit, hence, an actor is an employee), competencies are
required to perform a task, an actor has competencies acquired, competencies
are stored in the competency record of an actor, level of work experienced is
defined by the difference of required and acquired competencies (could also be
explicitly defined).
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:

A more general question can be derived:
3. Given a task to be performed
AND
some constraints regarding role and competencies
what actors are eligible to perform the task?
a. rationale: the answer can be used to select actors, i.e. persons, that can
perform the task as they have the required role and appropriate competencies
(appropriateness is to be defined when setting up the system; it could be:
acquired competency equals required competency, or differs not more than x
on a pre-defined scale of competencies).
b. decomposition: task, role needed to perform task, competencies needed within
the task, role is assigned to an actor, an actor has acquired competencies.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:
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Figure 4.50 depicts the information from the application, e.g. from a form that a candidate
has filled and submitted.

Figure 4.50 Application Information

Informal Competency Question is:
4. Given a task of a process
AND
some constraints regarding data objects (e.g. document as input, output of a task)
what data is relevant to perform the task?
a. rationale: the answer is used to provide application information that is relevant
to perform the task.
b. decomposition: the task, related data objects, data represented in the object
(from an application database, database of historical case or test database).
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:
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Figure 4.51 depicts the (information) resources that are recommended to use in a given
context.

Figure 4.51 Recommended Resources
Informal Competency Question is:
5. Given application data used to perform a task
AND
some constraints regarding level of work experience the user performing the task has
what information resources (i.e. discretionary documents) are recommended?
a. rationale: the answer is used to provide information resources (i.e. links to
documents) that are relevant to perform the task while considering the level of
work experience the user has.
b. decomposition: the task, application data, discretionary documents, level of
work experience of the user.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:
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Figure 4.52 depicts the resources (persons) that could support the execution of the task.

Figure 4.52 Task Execution Support Resources

Informal Competency Questions are:
6. Given role a user has in a task
AND
some constraints regarding the organisation (e.g. superiors are considered more
experienced than subordinates, colleagues with high level of work experiences)
what internal experts can be recommended?
a. rationale: the answer is used to recommend experts from the organisation that
may support the user if need be.
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b. decomposition: the name of the user, user is an actor, an actor has role in the
task, role is associated with an organisational unit, organisational unit is part of
organisational structure, organisational unit has head.

The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:

7. Given application data used in a task
AND
some constraints regarding collaboration (e.g. an actor, i.e. a legal entity has a certain
role, for example business partner of)
what external experts can be recommended?
a. rationale: the answer is used to recommend experts from legal entities a
collaboration is established with who may support the user if need be.
b. decomposition: application data, the name of the user, user is an actor, an
actor has role in the task, role associated with an organisational unit,
organisational unit belongs to a legal entity, legal entity has collaboration with
(other) legal entity, collaboration between legal entities has type.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:

8. Given one or more experts recommended in a task
AND
some constraints regarding the level of work experience a user has
what internal and external experts can be recommended in addition or should be
omitted?
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a. rationale: depending on the level of work experience a user has experts are
added to or excluded from the recommendation.
b. decomposition: application data, the name of the user, user is an actor, an
actor has role in the task, role associated with an organisational unit,
organisational unit is part of organisational structure, organisational unit has
head, organisational unit belongs to a legal entity, legal entity has collaboration
with (other) legal entity, collaboration between legal entities has type.
Competency Question 8 can build on the answers/results of competency questions 6 and 7.
Therefore the excerpt of the formal terminology is omitted.
Figure 4.53 depicts the subtasks, here only one subtask, that can be performed if need be.

Figure 4.53 Subtasks Recommended to Perform

Informal Competency Questions are:
9. Given application data used in a task
AND
some constraints regarding competencies (e.g. level of work experience an actor, i.e.
user logged in has)
what subtasks can be recommended?
a. rationale: the answer is used to recommend subtasks, based on application
data and competencies a user logged in has that can be performed if need be.
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b. decomposition: application data, the name of the user, user is an actor, an
actor has competencies (or: level of work experience), task is part of subprocess, competencies are required to perform the task.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:

10. Given application data used in a task
AND
some constraints regarding historical cases (i.e. cases with similar application data
that were performed in the past)
what subtasks can be recommended?
a. rationale: the answer is used to recommend subtasks based on cases that
were similar to the current one executed in the past.
b. decomposition: application data, data of historical cases.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:
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4.4.1.2.

Competency Questions related to "SUAP"

In the following competency questions will be derived, respectively the developed questions
presented above will be verified for the knowledge intensive sub-process of the "SUAP"
process (cf. chapter 3.2).

Figure 4.54 Task Context Information

Figure 4.54 depicts the context information provided for the tasks detailed in the mock-up.
Same as in the "Student Admission Process" on top of the "context panel" information about
the user who is logged in to the Learn PAd system is displayed. Hence, the role (SUAP
officer) of the user - in the given task - and her competency profile is to be retrieved from the
Learn PAd ontology.
Whereas the first part - identifying the role of the logged in user - is the same as for the
"Student Admission Process" here not work experience of the user is to be displayed but a
profile of the acquired competencies the user has. Hence only for this aspect a new
competency question is asked:
11. Given a user logged in to the Learn PAd system
AND
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some constraints regarding the level of competencies (acquired competencies of the
actor or required competencies in the task)
what competencies the user has (to acquire)?
a. rationale: the answer is used to provide context information about the
competencies a user has acquired or are required with respect to the task.
b. decomposition: the name of the user, user is an actor, an actor has role
"employee" (explicitly assigned or inferred from "a role is needed in an
organisational unit, hence, an actor is an employee), competencies are
required to perform a task, an actor has competencies acquired, competencies
are stored in the competency record of an actor, level of work experienced is
defined by the difference of required and acquired competencies (could also be
explicitly defined).
Since competency question 11 can build on the answers for competency question 9 the
derived formal terminology is omitted here.
Figure 4.55 depicts the process context and the resources for this context. Same as in the
"Student Admission Process" process context is extracted from application data, e.g. from
the form the applicant filled out. In the SUAP process it is the SCIA instance, depicted in
Figure 4.55 as document. Whereas retrieving this context information is similar to the
"Student Admission Process" here the resources proposed are not modeled explicitly (as
discretionary documents) but deduced from background knowledge. Hence, for this aspect a
new competency question is asked.
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Figure 4.55 The Process Context and its Resources
Informal Competency Question is:
12. Given application data used to perform a task
AND
some constraints regarding application data
what information resources (i.e. documents) are recommended?
a. rationale: the answer is used to provide information resources (i.e. links to
documents) that are relevant to perform the task while considering application
data. Here: Since "commercial activity is bar" the document "art. 64 ..." is
recommended and since "type of activity is fixed place" the document "Marche
Regional Law ..." is proposed.
b. decomposition: the task, application data, type of application data, document
related to type of application data.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:
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In addition to the terminology derived from competency question 12 in the following
the Dublin Core3 Meta Data Elements are depicted available to describe information
resources.

3

Dublin Core. URL: http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/ (retrieved: 29.1.2015)
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Figure 4.56 depicts the resources (persons) that could support the execution of the task.

Figure 4.56 Resources Supporting Task Execution

According to the description of the process (refer to deliverable D8.1) the scenario considers
the SUAP office place at the level of the Senigallia Municipality and the "Comunità Montana
dei Monti Azzurri" that is consortium of municipalities in a mountain area offering the SUAP
for 13 municipalities in the surrounding area.
Informal Competency Question is:
13. Given a task
AND
some constraints regarding roles (internally, i.e. the role assigned to the task and
externally, i.e. collaborators in a process)
what experts can be recommended?
a. rationale: the answer is used to recommend internal experts that have the
same role as the user logged in (and assigned to the task) and external
experts that collaborate, i.e. support process execution if need be.
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b. decomposition: task, task is part of process, the name of the user, user is an
actor, an actor has role in the task, same role is assigned to other actors, actor
belongs to a legal entity, legal entity has relation to other legal entities, (other)
legal entity has role, type of role can be collaboration, role may be related to an
enterprise object (e.g. a product or process).
Since competency question 13 can build on the answers for previous competency
questions, formal terminology is omitted here.
Since there are no specific in the SUAP process regarding applicable subtasks and similar
cases competencies do not differ from the ones elaborated for the "Student Admission
Process".
4.4.1.3.

Competency Questions related to "Learning"

In the following we reassess the Learn PAd ontology regarding its ability to meet
requirements particularly concerning the way of learning supported by Learn PAd.
Here the uses cases (refer to deliverable D2.1) figure as motivating scenarios. Since the use
cases 3.6, 3.7 and 3.10 are basis for the mock-up (chapter 3.1.3 and chapter 3.1.4) some
aspects are already addressed in the previous sections.
UC3.2 - Defines learning goals

Figure 4.57 Sequence Diagram for UC3.2
Figure 4.57 depicts the sequence diagram for the use case UC 3.2. The following
competency questions are derived from this.
Informal Competency Question is:
14. Given a user logged in to the Learn PAd system
AND
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some constraints regarding role and activities to perform she has (e.g. PA officer,
involved in the SUAP process)
what learning goals are suggested for a user?
a. rationale: the answer is used to provide suggestions for learning goals related to
the role a user has and to the competencies she needed to perform tasks
assigned to this role.
b. decomposition: the name of the user, user is an actor, an actor has a role, a role
is assigned to a task, for a task competencies are required, an actor has
competencies acquired, required and acquired competencies may differ, the
difference can determine a learning goal.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:

UC3.6 - Supports Browsing Process Documentation

Figure 4.58 Sequence Diagram of UC3.6
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Figure 4.58 depicts the sequence diagram of UC3.6. The following competency questions
are derived from this.
Informal Competency Question is:
15. Given a user logged in to the Learn PAd system
AND
some constraints regarding role and activities to perform she has (e.g. PA officer,
involved in the SUAP process)
what information, related to a process and tasks can be suggested?
a.
rationale: the answer is used to provide suggestions for information related to the
role a user has and to the activities (and processes) the role is assigned to.
b.
decomposition: the name of the user, user is an actor, an actor has a role, a role
is assigned to a task, a task is part of a process, to task and process information
is related.
Since competency question 15 can build on the answers for previous competency
questions, formal terminology is omitted here.

The competency question might be elaborated to consider a user’s competencies, too.
16. Given a user logged in to the Learn PAd system
AND
some constraints regarding competencies, role and activities to perform she has (e.g.
PA officer, involved in the Student Admission Process, working experience Novice)
what information, related to a process and tasks can be suggested?
a.

rationale: the answer is used to provide customized suggestions for information
related to the role and the working experience a user has and to the activities
(and processes) the role is assigned to

b.

decomposition: the name of the user, user is an actor, an actor has a role, a role
is assigned to a task, a task is part of a process, to task and process information
is related, classification of information regarding relevance (e.g. for expert,
novice) .

Since competency question 16 can build on the answers for previous competency
questions, formal terminology is omitted here.
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UC3.7 - Shares Business Process Knowledge

Figure 4.59 Sequence Diagram of UC3.7
Figure 4.59 depicts the sequence diagram of UC3.7. The following competency questions
are derived from this.
Informal Competency Question is:
17. Given a user logged in to the Learn PAd system
AND
some constraints regarding role what contributions can be displayed?
a.
rationale: the answer is used to provide a list of contribution made to
tasks/processes the role the user has is involved in, e.g. if the user has the role
"PA officer" contributions to those tasks/processes are displayed he "works in"; if
the user as the (additional) role "Modeler" contributions to those tasks/processes
are displayed he is responsible for or that a new
b.
decomposition: the name of the user, user is an actor, an actor has a role, a role
is assigned to a task, a task is part of a process, to task and process comments
are made.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:
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UC3.10.2 – Set Process Context
In order to increase readability first UC3.10.2 is considered before looking at UC3.10.1.
UC3.10.2 is about setting the context, i.e. it is about providing the application data handled in
a process.

Figure 4.60 Sequence Diagram of UC3.10.2
Figure 4.60 depicts the sequence diagram of UC3.10.2. The following competency questions
are derived from this.
Informal Competency Question is:
18. Given a user logged in to the Learn PAd system
AND
some constraints regarding process and task she has to perform what application data
is needed?
a. rationale: the answer is used to provide the data needed within a process; be it
automatically retrieved from an application system, e.g. a database containing
data of an application or given by filling a form
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b.

decomposition: a process, tasks that are part of the process, data that is needed
within the tasks (e.g. input, output or reference) and the process.

The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:

UC3.10.1 – Provides Recommendations for Learning

Figure 4.61 Sequence Diagram of UC3.10.1

Figure 4.61 depicts the sequence diagram of UC3.10.1. Since this UC is an aggregation of
what has been considered more detailed when looking at the two real life scenarios detailed
above please refer to the competency questions in the previous sections.
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UC3.14 – Improving business processes by feedbacks

Figure 4.62 Sequence Diagram of UC3.14
Figure 4.62 depicts the sequence diagram of UC3.14. The following competency questions
are derived from this.
Informal Competency Question is:
19. Given a modeler logged in to the Learn PAd system
AND
some constraints regarding status of comments (i.e. feedback from model) what
processes, tasks and feedback should be displayed?
a. rationale: the answer is used to provide a (list of) process(es), task(s) for which
feedback has been given (comments were made) that were not handled yet
b. decomposition: a process, tasks that have comments, comments have a status.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:
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UC3.15 – Enables monitoring of goal achievement

Figure 4.63 Sequence Diagram of UC3.15

Figure 4.63 depicts the sequence diagram of UC3.15. The following competency questions
are derived from this.
Informal Competency Question is:
20. Given a coach logged in to the Learn PAd system
AND
some constraints regarding actor what learning goals should be displayed?
a. rationale: the answer is used to populate the dashboard with learning goals and
their KPIs.
b. decomposition: actor (legal entity, org. unit, person), actor has learning goals, a
learning goal is a goal, goals are related to KPIs.
The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:

4.5. Ontology Representation Language
For ontology representation a language is needed that formally describes concepts and
relations. UML can be considered as it is easy to understand but has the drawback of not
being expressive enough for automatic reasoning.
The Semantic Web provides a number of modeling languages of different levels of
expressivity. However, since there is no "right" language to formally define the Conceptual
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Meta Model but "The choice of the language to use in a system or analysis will ultimately
depend on what types of facts and conclusions are most important for the application"
(Brachmann & Levesque 2004, p 43), we decided for a pragmatic approach. We considered
what modeling requirements were to be met, i.e. how detailed constraints between classes,
instances and properties should be expressed, how much reasoning is needed and how
good the language supported by tools was.
Starting with the most basic requirement, that we want to be able to "say anything about
anything" (Klyne & Carroll 2002) in a flexible but standardized way led inevitably to RDF.
With RDF, which is called data model by Allemang and Hendler (2008, p 75), every
relationship between any two data elements can be expressed explicitly, unambiguously and
with great flexibility.
Clearly, RDF is not sufficient as it is "dumb data" as Allemang and Hendler (2008, p 79) put
it, since only little information about the data model (i.e. the graphs) can be expressed (e.g.
rdf:type, rdf:subject). The RDF Schema Language (RDFS) provides a way to describe the
data, precisely: the data sets. This is important as it is the key to inferencing, i.e. from some
given data, other related data can be determined as it would have been stated.
The few patterns RDFS provides can be combined to create more powerful patterns, which
make it possible "to simulate certain logical combinations of sets and properties" (Allemang
& Hendler 2008, p 122), like Set Intersection and Set Union (two ways of using the
rdfs:subClassOf pattern) and Property Intersection and Property Union (two ways of using
the rdfs:subProperty pattern).
All patterns RDFS supports are used in the Learn PAd ontology and hence, RDFS is
necessary. The question is if it is sufficient.
It is common knowledge, that OWL (W3C OWL Working Group 2009) is the most expressive
of the web ontology languages. "The W3C Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a Semantic
Web language designed to represent rich and complex knowledge about things, groups of
things, and relations between things. OWL is a computational logic-based language such
that knowledge expressed in OWL can be exploited by computer programs, e.g., to verify the
consistency of that knowledge or to make implicit knowledge explicit" (OWL Working Group
2012). Several OWL profiles are available. Each of them provide different expressive power
and target different application scenarios (Grau et al. 2008), and therefore addresses (Su &
Ilebrekke 2006, p 776) statement: "Which language to choose is dependent of the problem
domain and modeling requirement, like how much reasoning support is needed".
A subset of OWL language constructs is called RDFS-Plus (Allemang & Hendler 2008, p
123) because they "see a trend among vendors of Semantic Web tools and Web
applications designers for determining a subset of OWL that is at the same time useful and
can be implemented quickly". Almost the same subset has been published by members of
the W3C working group, which is called RDFS 3.0 (Hendler n.d.). The subset can be
expressed entirely in RDFS, distinguished by the namespace owl. Figure 4.64 positions
RDFS-Plus in relation to OWL.
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Figure 4.64 Positioning RDFS-Plus in Relation to OWL (Bao 2008)

RDFS plus can be regarded as an answer to OWL, which is a powerful language but hard to
apply in real-world semantic technology projects due to its open-world assumption
(Knublauch 2009). Another advantage of choosing RDFS Plus as a good tool support is
shown in the W3C Wiki that lists a collection of tools for developing Semantic Web
applications4. For Learn PAd we use the commercial tool Top Quadrant’s TopBraid Suite,
which is a collection of integrated semantic solution products5. A free version is available
providing almost all functionalities needed in Learn PAd. An asset of the tool is that graphical
representation of the concepts and relations is provided looking alike an UML class diagram
(see Figure 4.65).

Figure 4.65 Representation of BPMN Concepts Modelled in RDFS

4

W3C Wiki: Semantic Web Development Tools. URL: http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/SemanticWebTools) (retrieved:
28.12.2014)
5

TopBraid. URL: http://www.topquadrant.com/tools/modeling-topbraid-composer-standard-edition (retrieved: 10.1.2014)
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5. Mapping models to Wiki representation and Learn PAd
ontology
As depicted in Figure 4.7 relations between Learn PAd ontology and Model Kind and
Architecture Model models are governed by the model kind described in a certain Model
Description Language, for example in (a subset of) BPMN 2.0. However, in order to exploit
the knowledge represented in the Learn PAd Meta Model, e.g. in order to give
recommendations, concepts and relations (T-Box of the Learn PAd ontology) must be
populated with instances derived from the models. The general approach is depicted in
Figure 5.1 After a model is created in a modeling tool it is exported into an XML file. Then
the file is parsed in order to create XWiki pages and to create instances of the respective
concepts in the Learn PAd ontology.

Figure 5.1 From Models to XWiki Pages and Ontology Population

In the following sections both paths will be explained in detail. Section 5.1 describes how the
parsed information is imported into the Learn PAd ontology to create instances of the
respective concepts and, how they are related. Afterwards in section 5.2 describe how the
models are transformed into XWiki pages.
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5.1. From Model to Instances
Figure 5.2 depicts the overall procedure for populating concepts and creating relations in the
Learn PAd ontology, i.e. in the LCMO.

Figure 5.2 Overall Procedure for Populating Concepts

In the upper part of Figure 5.2 overall graphical models of several model kinds are depicted,
created with two different modeling tools. On the right hand side a BPMN process model is
shown, on the left hand side also a BPMN process model is shown but also an
organisational and a document model referred to in the process model. That is to show that
Learn PAd supports as well models using only object types defined in BPMN as enhanced
BPMN models having explicit relations to other meta models. The models can be exported
into an XML file and are then parsed to extract values for populating the Learn PAd ontology,
i.e. creating instances of the concepts.
In a next step these instances are automatically related to instances of concepts of LCMO.
For this we utilize features that RDFS provides as that an instance can be of more than one
type as described in chapter 4.3.1.2.
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5.2. From Model to XWiki
In a first prototype we implemented the translation of process models, organisation models
and document models into XWiki pages and structured information related to the pages. In
particular, we used translated three model kinds: business process models, organisation
models and document models as well as the relations between these model kinds. For the
prototype, the models were created with the ADOxx modeling tool. A similar functionality will
be provided for models created with MagicDraw. In the following the transformation is
described. Details on how the XWiki is used are illustrated in section x.
It was the objective of the transformation is using the strength of a wiki, namely XWiki, to
collaboratively manage information and knowledge. For creating the XWiki pages (and
objects like links) an xml-file of a model is exported from the modeling tool which is parsed.
The result is a transformation of objects, defined in the model into XWiki pages and
structures. For example, for every activity of a business process a XWiki page is created. In
the XWiki page the worker can see a description of the task and has links to the information
associated with the task. If there are additional resources or applications assigned to the
tasks they would be accessible via the wiki page, too.
The database model of XWiki helps in the translation process. XWiki can store structured
data as classes (with properties) and instances of these classes (objects). Each element of a
model will be translated in such objects in the wiki. For example, the XWiki database model
will have a class, call it XTask, that describes a task. When a representation of a task of a
process model is created in XWiki an instance of XTask is created. This instance will be
attached to the page that represents the task and displayed to the user when she accesses
the page. The same will be done with gateways, and any other model object that will be
translated into XWiki, i.e. into the Collaborative Workspace.
In Figure 5.3 an illustration is given of the transformation of an activity into an XWiki page.
The name of the XWiki page is the name of the activity so that the worker can easily
recognize in which step of the process she currently is. At the bottom of each page there is a
link to the next task, i.e. another page representing this task.

Figure 5.3 Illustration of the Transformation of an Activity into an XWiki Page
As sequence is not the only process flow possible also gateways, which represent branches
of a process, are represented in XWiki. This means that the subsequent activities must be
decided by user interaction. A gateway can be thought of as a question that is asked at a
point in the process flow. It is represented as a wiki page, too. The page contains a question
and multiple links to answer the question, i.e. taking the decision as depicted in Figure 5.4
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Based on the answer the corresponding branch is taken. The answer is represented as a
link to the next activity.

Figure 5.4 Representation of a Gateway in XWiki
If references from the process model to other models were made, e.g. from a task to the
organisational model or the document and knowledge model then these relations are
translated into XWiki representations, too. In the organisation model, the persons are
assigned to the roles. This is used in the translation: The subsequent activity is to be
performed by a different person, if it is assigned to a different lane than the current activity.
In this case the transformation component looks in the organisation model which persons
are assigned to the role corresponding to the lane. In the organisation model we represent
for each person its email address. The link to the next task, which is included in the wiki
page of a task as described above, now does not relate to the wiki page of the next task but
to the email addresses of all people having the role assigned to the task.
Figure 5.5 depicts the process: From the export of the graphical models (1), over the import
of the models into XWiki (2) to the execution as described above (3).

Figure 5.5 Process of Transforming Models into XWiki pages for Execution

5.3. Representation of XWiki pages in the Ontology
Figure 5.6 depicts the whole process of ontology population illustrated for one model object
(task). On top left of the figure a BPMN process model is shown. As described above an
export of the model (and if applicable related models) is made. Then, in a first step (1) the
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LPMN is populated. In the example an instance of bpmn:Task is created for the activity
"TestActivity". Also the properties were populated, e.g. emo:objectTypeHasID. After this a
rule is triggered that automatically makes the instance also an instance of
eo:atomicBusinessProcess (2). With this the concept of the LPIMO and of the LCMO
are implicitly related as they share the same instance. Next (3) for XWiki objects, here Page,
the respective concept of the LPIMO is populated, namely XWiki:Page. After that another
rule is triggered that automatically creates the relation between the instance of the wiki page

and the instance
theLinking
task. XWiki instances to BPMNo and LCMM
Figureof5.6
With this approach it is possible to reason about models exploiting the semantics provided in
the LCMO and thus retrieve the context of work as illustrated in the mock-up. Furthermore it
builds the basis for implementing mechanisms for retrofitting annotations as described in the
following section.
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6. Mechanisms for retrofitting user annotations to models
In general two different ways of handling user modifications and annotations are possible:
1. models are updated automatically/semi-automatically and stored as "draft of new
version"; this could be the case for suggested tasks, suggested documents and
suggested experts.
2. models are updated manually based on human analysis of user’s modifications and
annotations; this could be the case for dealing with comments.

6.1. Automated Mechanism
Figure 6.1 gives an example of proposing a new resource. In addition to the both already
suggested documents a new one is proposed by a user.

Figure 6.1 Proposing a New Resource
In this case a new version of the applied process model (status: "active") can be created with
the status "drafted". The person(s) responsible for the model can be notified that an update
was suggested. She can open the update and decide whether she accepts or denies the
proposition and how she handles the constraints for example the proposed resource is
applicable if a student from India asks for admission.
If the model expert accepts the suggestion further modeling activities may be necessary. For
example, she can add an applicability rule for the resource or, in case of a new task can
improve the model regarding the definition of conditions for execution or further
enhancements such as additional documents to the new tasks.
After amendments are done the model’s status can be changed to "ready for use". In the
following depending updates can be made, e.g. updates of the Learn PAd ontology in order
to make the new resource available for recommendations and updates of the XWiki
representation.
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6.2. Manually Performed Retrofitting
In case comments are made to models an expert needed to assess the proposal and the
comments and then act as appropriate, e.g. updating models, updating the Learn PAd
ontology and sending a reply to the one who issued the proposal or comment.

6.3. Ontological Representation
Annotations are made to XWiki pages. In Learn PAd two types of annotations are supported:
comments and propositions. XWiki annotations and their meta data are represented as
concepts in the Learn PAd LPIMO with relations to the LCMO and hence, annotations made
to XWiki pages are represented as instances of the respective concepts in the ontology.
Figure 6.2 depicts the concepts and relations for representing annotations in the ontology.
Two types of annotations are supported: commenting and proposing.

Figure 6.2 Representing Annotations in the Learn PAd ontology (LPIMO)

Again we took the mock-up as motivating scenario for ontology capture, respectively
ontology reassessment to identify the relevant concepts and terms to meet the Learn PAd
requirements. That is, to reason about annotations in order to make suggestions for model
enhancements.
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Informal Competency Questions are:
21. Given a type of an annotation (e.g. an informative comment)
AND
some constraints regarding its status (e.g. new)
what models and objects are affected?
a.

rationale: the answer is to identify and display models and objects, e.g.
processes and activities for which annotations are made that are not
addresses yet (i.e. "new")

b.

decomposition: annotation has status, annotation is made to an XWiki-page,
page represents an object of a model (here: of BPMN).

The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:

22. Given an object type (e.g. process)
AND
some constraints regarding its status (e.g. drafted) and type of annotation (e.g.
proposition)
what model enhancements can be suggested?
a.

rationale: the answer is to identify and display processes and activities for
which propositions have been made (e.g. for a resource, as task or an expert)

b.

decomposition: annotation is of certain type, annotation has status, proposition
has reference to enterprise object (document, business activity, person),
annotation is made to an XWiki-page, page represents a model object.

The formal terminology is derived from the competency questions, see below:

Model enhancements can then be made in the graphical model environment which and, for
example, a new version of a process can be implemented. After that the model is translated
back into the ontology as described in chapter 5.1.
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7. Conclusion
Within this deliverable D5.1 we reported the defined ontologies to represent models and their
relations in a machine understandable but humanly adequate way. Ontology development
could be reduced since we followed the suggestion of Bertolazzi et al. (2001) by re-using an
existing ontology, namely ArchiMEO developed by FHNW (Hinkelmann et al. 2013). In order
to cover Learn PAd specific requirements the ontology was enhanced regarding concepts
and relations defined in LCMM and LPIMM and then re-assessed by posing competency
questions as proposed by Grüninger & Fox (1995). We will continue with Grüninger & Fox’s
(1995) procedure for ontology design and evaluation in the next project phases. Our
approach for ontology development proved to be very efficient and praxis-oriented by
illustrating the use of the ontology in the mock-up. Since ontology development is considered
an iterative process, the Learn PAd ontology will improve with each following phase.
However, to enhance the ontology to further Learn PAd specific needs we strictly stuck to
the fitness-for-purpose principle, introduced by Chen et al. (2008); supported by the chosen
modeling procedure based on the methodology of Uschold & Grüninger (1996) only these
concepts, relations and rules which represent business requirements were modeled.
Since the ontology is supposed to support process execution and learning the ontological
representations must be related to non-ontological representations, particularly to the
models of various kinds (e.g. a process modelled in BPMN). We implemented this by
populating the respected concepts in LPIMO. As concepts of LPIMO are mapped to
concepts of LCMO, we are able to infer the context of a process with provided semantics (as
illustrated in the mock-up). In addition to the mapping between models and LPIMO we
defined a mapping between models and their representations in XWiki. Similar to the
mapping between models and LPIMO we also have a mapping between XWiki and LPIMO.
Furthermore, mechanisms for retrofitting modifications and annotations made in the wiki into
their ontological representation were introduced.
In deliverable D5.1 we focussed on (static) models for setting the Wiki. Within the next
project phase we will




improve and finalize the export functionality for models created with ADOxx
develop the export functionality for models created with MagicDraw
improve and finalize the transformation process to export files of both modelling tools,
i.e. elaborate on
o the parsing algorithm
o the process for creating XWiki pages
o the process for creating the corresponding instances in the Learn PAd
ontology.

We will continue with the ontology development process by framing formal competency
questions (derived from the ones stated in natural language in D5.1) and creating the rules,
e.g. for automatically relating instances.
In Task 5.2 we concentrate on ontology supported learning and will therefore develop
functionality to recommend information (be it for browsing, simulating or executing a
business process and its context). Part of it has been already mocked-up in D5.1, for
example for the provision of context.
With respect to learning all wiki articles are regarded as learning objects as they correlate
one-to-one to model elements (e.g. a wiki-page to a task). Since the ontology does not only
represent characteristics of the wiki content (derived from the meta models and the models
as described in D5.1) but additionally contains profiles of the learners, i.e. the workers in the
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PA, recommendations for learning can be generated. We will define inference rules that
allow identifying relevant learning objects, exploit characteristics of the learner and her
duties (i.e. based on the role(s) she has) and thus can guide the user to relevant content, i.e.
learning objects.
In deliverable D5.2 we will report on defined semantic extensions of the wiki to identify
relevant learning objects (the above mentioned reasoning) and how new learning objects
can be added and modified as extension of wiki content.
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